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Abstract
Object-hood is central to Husserl’s work, yet he employs several different notions of 
object-hood without clarifying the differences; his work thus offers rich and nuanced 
reflections on object-hood, but in a theoretically underdeveloped, at times even para-
doxical, form. This paper aims to develop Husserl’s theory of objects systematically. 
In order to achieve this I distinguish five object-concepts operative in Husserl’s phe-
nomenology and prove that they are not co-extensional. I also argue that they form 
a layer in terms of transcendental constitution, one implying the other. I conclude 
the paper by exploring Husserl’s paradoxical claim that the absolute is not an object. 
From these considerations, two meta-phenomenological lessons emerge: (a) object-
hood is not total (there are not only objects); yet (b) we cannot escape objectification 
while engaged in phenomenological reflection.

1  Summary

Object-hood is fundamental for phenomenology as a theory of intentionality, 
because every intentional act is directed at its object; intentional acts constitute 
objects. Husserl himself however seems to employ several fairly different notions 
of object-hood throughout his writings; the terms “object” (Gegenstand) or “objec-
tuality” (Gegenständlichkeit) are used interchangeably as well as ambiguously. 
The main goal of my paper is to untangle and clarify the different concepts of 
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object-hood in play in Husserl’s phenomenology. This includes a discussion of the 
limits of object-hood.

In Sect. 2 I introduce the problem and point out that “object” is both an important 
as well as problematic term not just for phenomenology, but for other forms and tra-
ditions of philosophy as well.

In Sect. 3 I distinguish five different notions of object-hood employed by Husserl. 
According to these different notions of object-hood, an object is either something 
at all (formal notion), something intended (intentional notion), something numeri-
cally identical (mathematical notion), something about which something true can be 
predicated (logical notion) or something that exists (existential notion). I consider 
the question whether these concepts all have the same extension. I prove that they 
do not.

In Sect. 4 I delve into the question of how the different concepts are related to 
each other in terms of transcendental constitution and how they are to be ordered. 
In some passages, Husserl indicates a preference for some notions of object-hood 
by distinguishing between “proper” or “primary” objects and merely “potential” or 
“secondary” objects. I therefore also take a closer look at what Husserl seems to 
take as the decisive difference between the different layers: the constitution of iden-
tity through logical synthesis which allows for the appearance of objects proper. In 
the course of this discussion I show that the concepts of object-hood form a genetic 
layering.

In Sect. 5 I conclude the paper by examining what Husserl has to say about the 
limits of object-hood, in light of his claims that the ur-ego, the core of subjectivity, 
is not an object at all or in any sense. This gives rise to what I call “the paradox of 
the absolute”, revolving around the inconsistent attempt to theorise about something 
(an object even in the weakest sense) which at the same time is denied the very sta-
tus of being something at all. I end with two meta-phenomenological lessons: (a) 
object-hood is not total; yet (b) we cannot escape objectification while engaged in 
phenomenological reflection—even in reflections on the absolute and the limits of 
object-hood.

2  Introduction: Problems with Object‑hood

The “transcendental universal-problem” is that of the “transcendental constitution 
of all transcendences, yes, of all objectualities in general” (Hua XVII, p. 259). The 
object (Gegenstand) or, put more abstractly, objectuality, (Gegenständlichkeit) is 
fundamental for Husserl’s phenomenology. It is because phenomenology is—to a 
large extent—a theory of intentionality and intentionality is the property of being-
about-an-object or being-directed-at-an-object. All acts of perceiving, valuing, judg-
ing are about objects; whatever we can talk about meaningfully is, in some sense, 
an object (Held 1966, p. 146). So object-hood forms part of the topical or thematic 
core of phenomenology’s research agenda. Since phenomenology itself is an object-
directed activity, object-hood is also a topical theme of phenomenology’s reflexive 
self-grounding, the phenomenology of phenomenology or meta-phenomenology.
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While object-hood is fundamental to phenomenology and phenomenology itself 
seems well equipped to explore it, Husserl himself employs several different object-
concepts at different occasions, without ever clarifying or conceptualising the differ-
ences; the different concepts can be grouped or ordered in various ways (cf. Keiling 
2010, p. 114, Erhard 2014, p. 132). The task of categorizing, explicating and relating 
these different concepts of object-hood is made more complicated by the fact that 
“object” usually works as an “operative” term (Fink 1957), i.e. it is employed, but 
not explicitly thematised or further elaborated on. Even within his formal ontology 
as presented in Formal and Transcendental Logic, which Husserl sets up as a the-
ory of possible objects (in general) (Hua XVII, p. 149), we find diverging accounts 
of object-hood. Thus we are faced with a disconcerting lack of conceptual clarity 
regarding one of the most fundamental terms in phenomenology. The main aim of 
this paper is therefore to clarify Husserl’s theory of objects.

Before we get into Husserl’s account of object-hood, I would like to point out that 
the question of what constitutes an object remains non-trivial as well as important 
outside phenomenology too; object-hood appears to be an equally tradition-spanning 
as well as generally elusive topic. Applied to the history of philosophy, the object-
concept permits bridging gaps between many different epochs, kinds, and styles of 
philosophy as the concept of an object is fundamental not only for phenomenology, 
speculative, and analytical ontology but for hermeneutics, critical theory, and post-
modern thought as well (if only as the target of criticism). Going further back one 
could also add German Idealism and even (Neo-)Platonism to those areas of philos-
ophy for which the object/non-object distinction seems to be central (cf. Tugendhat 
1976, pp. 36–39 for the relation between antique theories of being and modern dis-
cussions regarding object-hood), even though the term “object” came into use only 
during the first half of the 13th century (Kobusch 1984, p. 1027).

As in the case of Husserl’s phenomenology, object-hood appears to be of interest 
to many currently ongoing debates, including those about the existence of abstract 
objects and those surrounding the so-called “New Realism” or “object-oriented 
ontology”. Yet within theoretical philosophy the word “object” has no “truly stand-
ard designation” (Laycock 2010, Section 1.1) and since nature does not fix the use 
or the meaning of the term “object” (Putnam 1987, p. 36), we can only look at how 
the term is used in the various contexts of different ways of thinking and talking—
and how philosophically fruitful these are.

Potentially, this is the only way of dealing with the term “object”, as according to 
Frege, the term is simply undefinable (Frege 2008, p. 13). Like other fundamental 
notions, “object” seems to be primitive, incapable of further conceptual analysis, 
since every analysis would necessarily result in a circular definition along the lines 
of “x is an object iff φ(x)”, where “x” merely stands in for “any object”. The prop-
erty of being an object (object-hood) therefore appears to be what McGinn calls a 
“logical property” (McGinn 2000, p. 31), i.e. it would trivially apply to all conceiv-
able objects, as any object is indeed necessarily an object.

While this might be true, it does not really explain the (relative) lack of discus-
sion, since similar problems occur with regard to “being” (and maybe “identity” and 
even “truth”), as Aristotle has famously pointed out, which has not stopped phil-
osophical engagement with these terms and concepts so far. The impossibility of 
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analysis in a strict sense does not imply the impossibility of rigorous philosophical 
discussion about un-analysable terms, as Williamson stresses (2000, p. 5). While 
we should not expect a strictly non-circular definition of it, we can still aim for a 
characterisation of the concept(s) of an object, elucidating what objects are without 
offering necessary and conjunctively sufficient conditions of object-hood. Struck by 
a similar problem within the philosophy of mathematics, Gödel has explicitly and 
forcefully hailed phenomenology as a means of achieving such further clarification 
of the meaning of these basic terms (“Sinnklärung”) without simply trying to (math-
ematically) define or analyse them (Gödel 1995, p. 382). So while the following 
paper is mainly an exercise in Husserl-exegesis, we should keep in mind that Hus-
serl’s rich phenomenological considerations of object-hood might be able to contrib-
ute to a more general systematic debate about the nature of objects.

Regarding the textual basis of my account I will mostly rely on Formal and 
Transcendental Logic since it is here that Husserl develops his late formal ontol-
ogy, which after all deals with exactly such concepts like “object” which are 
“transformations of the something-at-all”, “something” being an empty or formal 
concept (Leerbegriff) through/in which objects in general are thought (Hua XVII, 
p. 112). Formal ontology is therefore a theory of possible objects.

3  Extensions

We will start our investigation by distinguishing five concepts of object-hood.

1. The “formal fundamental category of object” (Hua XVII, p. 119) is simply “some-
thing” or “something at all”, on which all other, non-formal characterisations rest. 
It is an empty concept for Husserl as nothing is just an object.

2. According to the intentional concept of object-hood an object is essentially an 
intentum, i.e. the non-subjective pole of an intentional act. This corresponds to 
the literal meaning of “obiectum” as that which is thrown against or towards us 
(qua subjects), from Latin ob-icio, “I throw”.

3. Furthermore, an object can be understood as something identifiable (Hua XVII, 
pp. 164, 171) or even numerically identical (Hua XVII, p. 171); something which 
can be counted or can be an element of a set. We might thus call this notion the 
mathematical or numerical one.

4. According to the logical perspective, an object is the “subject of possible true 
predications” (Hua III, p. 15) or “the substrate of possible determining predica-
tions in general” (Hua XVII, p. 77) or simply the “substrate of possible predica-
tions” (Hua XVII, p. 177). While these definitions might differ in details, we will 
summarise them under the heading “logical notion”.

5. The existential notion of object-hood equates objects with existing entities. An 
object proper in the existential sense is something that is real or ideal. For Husserl, 
this excludes impossibilia (Erhard 2014, p. 135, referring to Hua XL, p. 321), yet 
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includes not just medium sized dry goods, but also what are now usually called 
abstract objects. Numbers for example are objects in this sense too.

According to these different notions of object-hood, an object is either some-
thing at all (formal notion), something intended (intentional notion), something 
numerically identical (mathematical notion), something about which something 
true can be predicated (logical notion) or something that is or exists (existential 
notion). All these notions of object-hood form topical themes of phenomenologi-
cal research which aims at explicating how an object in each sense appears to 
or is constituted by a subject. This list of different object-concepts immediately 
provokes what we might—with Husserl—dub the “problem of different layers of 
objectualities” (Hua XXXIX, p. 8), i.e. the question how these different concepts 
are related to each other. This encompasses both the (static) question regarding 
their extension and relative strength as well as the (genetic) question regarding 
their relations in terms of transcendental constitution.

To get a grip on the issue we will proceed through a set of cases, considering 
the possibilities of something (we will also say “entities” or “things” by which 
we merely mean the plural of “something”) instantiating some, but not all of the 
concepts, thereby establishing that the concepts are not all co-extensional. Trivi-
ally, the formal notion is fundamental since it is implied in all other notions; the 
question whether there is an entity which is not even an object in the formal sense 
will occupy us in the last section. For now we will only consider the remaining 
four, non-formal notions.

Something that instantiates all concepts of object-hood is easily imagined. 
Such a—so to speak—maximally objective (or objectual) object would be some-
thing (1) which is intended (2), identical (3), the substrate of predications (4) and 
which actually exists (5). Keeping in line with traditional examples, my table 
and the Platonic bodies can serve as examples for the two main groups of exist-
ing, namely real and ideal objects respectively. My table is something; I am now 
(while writing this) intending it as a topical theme as well as seeing it (it even has 
the distinction of having been referred to by several subjects, like my wife, our 
daughter and the carpenter who has made it); it is also identical to itself; it is the 
substrate of predication (since I am saying things about it); it also exists (argu-
ably). More specifically it exists by being a real thing, or, since “real thing” is 
almost a tautology (as “res” means “thing” in Latin), my table exists as a medium 
sized dry good within space–time, materially. Mutatis mutandis the same goes for 
the Platonic bodies, although they are given through categorial instead of sensual 
intuition and exist ideally or as what some used to call an “abstract” object and 
outside space–time, immaterially. Their existence can be proven, their essence 
defined through mathematics.

The last, existential notion, is probably easiest to subtract. There are a lot of enti-
ties which do not exist in the full sense of either being real or ideal in the way Hus-
serl applies these terms. The largest natural number for example can be proven not 
to exist. Also the ideal table does not really exist (because it is ideal). It is of course 
possible to redefine “exist” or “existence” in such a way that both the largest natural 
number and the ideal table exist in some un-real, un-ideal sense, but this is not in 
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accordance with Husserl’s understanding. Both examples however are objects in the 
senses 1–4: they are something, they are intended, they are (arguably) identical to 
themselves, they are substrates of predication.

As there are many things which do not exist, there are also many entities which 
are not intended. It is obviously impossible to name particular examples of those, 
since in doing so they would become intenta. We can only point towards the gen-
eral group of things which are not intended. The class of non-intenta is infinitely 
big, of course, since already an infinite amount of natural numbers are not, were not 
and will never be intended individually. The same goes for most particles, probably 
anything outside our light cone, also the “unknown unknowns” (as made famous 
by Donald Rumsfeld) etc. And this only concerns (possibly) existing entities, not to 
mention the class of non-existing entities.

This line of argument will surprise anyone with a certain (Berkeleyian) under-
standing of Husserl’s so-called transcendental idealism, which we will need to 
address briefly. In spite of other claims, Husserl himself is absolutely clear about the 
experience-independent existence or objectivity (so to speak) of some objects; their 
status as objects in the existential sense, i.e. as real or ideal entities does not rest on 
the fact that they are being currently intended or have been intended: they appear 
as existing independently of us, so the existential notion and the intentional notion 
of object-hood do not simply collapse into each other. There are for Husserl several 
classes of objects whose existence is independent from the “actuality of an originar-
ily giving consciousness or respective habituality (possibility of recollection)” (Hua 
XVII, p. 392). This explicitly holds for ideally existing objects since “their current 
being-cognized, being-originarily given, being logically determined, being thought 
of in theoretical contexts is non-essential to them. They are as ideal correlates of the 
idea of a possible, pure rational epistemic subject in general.” (Hua XVII, p. 388)

Speaking in terms of object-theory this implies that object-hood in the inten-
tional sense is not the most fundamental notion in the sense that something can be 
an object in e.g. the existential sense without being (individually) intended. Indeed, 
most entities whose existence we are happy to posit will never be intended by a 
subject (think, again, of individual particles, any amount of natural numbers etc.) 
Therefore, Husserl is not a Berkeleyian subjectivist or idealist: existence is not pro-
duced through the intentional acts of a (divine) subject. We will get back to the issue 
of Husserl’s idealism below.

So far we have covered cases of entities which are objects in all senses (table, 
Platonic bodies), some things which are objects in all but the existential sense (larg-
est number, ideal table) and some things which are objects in all but the intentional 
sense (most numbers, most particles), although the latter still need to be intenda-
ble or manifestable in some way. The intentional and the existential concepts thus 
turned out to be not co-extensional. This leaves us with the numerical and the logi-
cal notions of object-hood. As we shall see, they are closely related, so for the time 
being we are going to treat them as one. Are they co-extensional with the formal 
notion? For is not something necessarily something identical, whether it is intended 
or exists or not? Where (and maybe even: how?) are we to look for something which 
is not identical to itself and about which no predications are possible?
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In accordance with phenomenological methodology, we ought to reflect on how 
identical objects are given. They are constituted in acts of identification. These syn-
theses of identification, which allow an identical something to appear as such, work 
on what Husserl calls the “field of passive pre-givenness” (1999, p. 74), which is 
“not a field of objects in the proper sense. For after all an object is […] the product 
of an objectifying, egoic activity/achievement [Leistung]” (Husserl 1999, p. 75). It is 
within this proto-objective field that we might find something which is not identical.

This field is ordered through associative genesis; its denizens or elements are 
indeed not identical, they form a manifold of units only in the vaguest sense. Geneti-
cally speaking, before identity come heterogeneity and homogeneity; passive syn-
theses of alignment (Deckung) precede active syntheses of identity. These passive 
syntheses—or rather their results—however exhibit “affective power” (Husserl 
1999, p. 79), forming focal points for attentional modifications and more active syn-
theses, through which we in turn constitute objects in a stronger sense. The field is 
that of sensed hyletic data, not identical objects. While matter (= hyle) is necessary 
for the constitution of objects in the stronger sense (Hua XVII, p. 382), hyle is barely 
something: “The sensed remains undetermined and inchoate; it is only by appre-
hending and interpreting it as something that a full-fledged object is constituted.” 
(Zahavi 2017, p. 110) If objects are “(re-)identifiable units of […] syntheses of iden-
tification” (Erhard 2014, p. 513), then the units of of the pre-objective field are not. 
These units are something, but they are not identical, they are (therefore) not the 
individual substrates of true predications (we only talk about them in general), they 
are (passively, yet maybe not individually) intended, they are not real or ideal enti-
ties (they are at most “reell”, i.e. immanent rather than “real” or “ideal”). This realm 
of minimal or proto-objects is usually hidden, as it only comes into view within acts 
of reflecting on the structures and processes of consciousness as opposed to being 
engaged with the world in the natural attitude.

To recapitulate. To the group from above, which included maximal objects 
(tables, Platonic bodies), non-existing objects (largest number), non-intended 
objects (particles), we have now added a second group, which comprises non-identi-
cal and therefore non-substrate objects (hyletic data). The (static) problem of exten-
sions now has a negative solution: apart from the numerical and the logical notions, 
the different concepts of object-hood are not all co-extensional since we have found 
entities for each concept to which this concept does not apply, but (some of) the 
others.

4  Relations

The passive constitution of the minimal proto-objects and the active constitution of 
the maximally objective objects lie at the extremes of a genetic spectrum or lay-
ering, with the constitution of full-fledged objects requiring an abundance of pro-
cesses grounding it. While phenomenology locates proto-objects already on the low-
est level of the primordial sphere, full-fledged objects (which tick all boxes of our 
object-concepts) not only require a layer of perception but that of logical acts of 
predication (which in turn require conceptual abilities, which require the acquisition 
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of types etc.), as well as established intersubjectivity, since a crucial moment of the 
meaning of existence (be it real or ideal) is the availability of the entity in ques-
tion to a manifold of subjects (cf. Hua IV, p. 389). For something to appear as an 
existing object, to be constituted as real or ideal, it needs also to be an object in all 
other senses. The group of non-intended existing entities we have discussed above 
is an abstraction based on the self-givenness or immediate appearance of particular 
existing objects. So while there certainly are entities of which we can say that they 
exist without being intended individually, the existential notion of object-hood is 
still constitutionally grounded in all other notions; it forms the uppermost layer so 
to speak. We now turn to the task of exploring this layering, i.e. the connections and 
relations between the different concepts of object-hood in terms of constitution.

Husserl’s terminology tends to fluctuate slightly, but in general he seems to think 
that the main junction within this layering lies at the point where we start to perform 
what he calls “logical syntheses”, i.e. syntheses of identification. Only “logically 
formed” objects are “proper objectualities [eigentliche Gegenständlichkeiten]” (Hua 
XXXIX, p. 69). Logically formed objects are considered to be “primary objectuali-
ties” by Husserl as opposed to “secondary objectualities”, which are merely “poten-
tial unities” and “implicit objectualities” (Hua XXXIX, p. 8), like our proto-objects 
within the field of passive pre-givenness. Such implicit objects also include the cor-
relates of perception, which he calls “sensual objects” in the Logical Investigations, 
as well as the topical themes of phenomenological research themselves, namely acts 
of constitution, structures of consciousness, and the aforementioned minimal (hyl-
etic) proto-objects. The being of these implicit or secondary objects is a necessary 
implication of any constitution, for “all objects stand—qua constituted—in essential 
relations to immanent objects”, namely those structures and processes enabling the 
constitution itself. If an object is constituted, many “implicit objectualities are con-
stituted, e.g. the perspectives, or, finally the sensational data/percepts” (Hua XVII, 
p. 294). The explication of these implicit objects, i.e. the objectification and “logifi-
cation” of these possible objects is the very task of phenomenology.

Given that Husserl constantly speaks of objects of perception which are explored 
and explicated pre-predicatively, why exactly is he so hesitant to grant proper object-
hood to these intenta of perception? Surely the objects of perception do not lack 
identity? We rarely see anything non-self-identical after all. However, perception in 
the narrow sense of a sensual presentation of some content alone is no fully objecti-
vating achievement for Husserl because proper object-consciousness implies a “syn-
thesis of recognition” (Hua XVII, pp. 165, 169; cf. Erhard 2014, p. 522). An object 
as something identical needs to be presented as an ideal identity-pole, transcending 
any one experience of it (Hua XVII, p. 174); perception can only ever present simi-
larity, not identity. Once logical acts are in play, we can in some sense perceive iden-
tical objects, since our acts of perception become—roughly speaking—conceptually 
or categorially loaded. One might also speak of objects of perception in the sense 
that while they might not be constituted in acts of identification, they can still be 
classified as indentifiable. This would correlate with a weaker notion of object-hood 
than the mathematical or logical one, which requires identity rather than mere iden-
tifiability (Hua XVII, p. 164). Objects of logic have the sense or meaning of endur-
ing validity, they have objective existence in their documented form/in the form of 
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documents; they are intersubjectively identifiable: the “objective” of logic is not just 
fleetingly present in its “thematic field”, but “identical in repetition” (Hua XVII, pp. 
37, 44), which does not necessarily hold for objects of perception.

This is not to say that pure perception plays no role in the constitution of objects 
proper; quite to the contrary, the ideal unity of identity can only show itself if the 
logical synthesis can operate on the continual synthesis of manifold acts of percep-
tions (Hua XVI, p. 155). This in turn requires some form of memory or recollective 
synthesis of the underlying acts of perception. Without recollection, all talk of the 
same, of any proper object would be “senseless” (Hua XVII, p. 291). The original 
appearance and endurance of an immanent datum for example do not per se con-
stitute an object in the mathematical sense; recognition (and therefore recollection) 
is required to establish identity. As such any act of constituting a proper object is 
historical in that it is grounded in preceding acts of a different type (Hua XVII, p. 
257), and it is logical in that the constitution of strict identity requires more than 
mere perception can deliver. Thus most animals might not be dealing with objects 
in this sense. Husserl himself asks whether a jellyfish might be the subject of object-
constitutions (Hua XVII, p. 383), but as long as we have not heavily underestimated 
the logical abilities of jellyfish, the answer seems to be simply: no.

Yet why does Husserl call those acts which constitute identity “logical synthe-
ses”? According to what we have called the “logical” concept of object-hood, an 
object is the substrate or subject of (possible) (true) predications. And again it seems 
as if there could be nothing below or beyond this definition, since whatever would 
fail this definition, it would be true about it that it failed the definition. Whatever is 
not an object in the logical sense is therefore an object in the logical sense, because 
it would at least be true of it that it is no object in the logical sense. Thus the idea 
of something which is not the substrate or subject of (possible) (true) predications 
appears to be contradictory: obviously there is no identical something of which 
we might truthfully say that it is not a logical object. But as we have just seen, the 
appearance of something (as) identical is genetically grounded in pre-objective lay-
ers, about which we can talk and which we can identify according to their role in the 
genesis of proper objects, but whose elements are not themselves strictly identical 
somethings.

Husserl’s point is that being a substrate or subject itself requires certain consti-
tutive acts, namely those of identification; substrates of predication do not occur 
naturally and completely independent of subjectivity so to speak. The structure of 
a substrate or logical subject requires “cognitive performances” (Hua XVII, p. 452), 
especially a “synthesis of recognition” (Hua XVII, p. 165) and further categorial, 
syntactical formations. The reason being that before we can start predicating, the 
substrate needs to be stable enough to function as the logical subject of the predica-
tion, so to speak. It needs to be presented in such a way as to accept determinations, 
it has to be picked out: identified—in this, Husserl’s transcendental idealism resem-
bles Putnam’s internal realism, as Zahavi has pointed out (Zahavi 2017). Once the 
substrate is determined, we can in full evidence predicate all manner of things of it, 
for example that it exists independently and has existed independently of our own 
finite existence etc.
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While the pre-predicative sphere certainly contains certain syntactical formations 
(Hua XVII, p. 220) and provides perceptual types and the constitution of sundry 
relations, the “syntactical form” of identity is only given to something undergoing 
acts of recognition (Hua XVII, p. 115) or outright thematisation. Only once some-
thing has become an identical “thema” it is available as “substrate-objectuality” 
(Hua XVII, p. 120) for acts of predication (judgements) and conceptual explication 
as opposed to perceptual explication and exploration (Husserl 1999, §24). These 
logical objects can then in turn become the objects of acts of abstraction, gener-
alisation or formalisation, leading to higher-order “general objects” (Husserl 1999, 
Section III, titled “The Constitution of the General-Objectualities and the Forms of 
Judging-In-General”) like kinds, species, sets, eidê etc. From these considerations 
it should be clear that being an object in the logical sense requires having been an 
object in the intentional sense, specifically an intentum of acts of logical synthesis. 
Nothing can be a substrate for predication without having being synthesised, i.e. pre-
viously intended in logical acts. Logical object-hood genetically presupposes inten-
tional object-hood.

The connection between the logical and the intentional notions of object-hood 
is still more complicated than that however. For one core link between the various 
notions is truth. According to Husserl’s theory of truth, truth requires the possibil-
ity of self-givenness of (a) the state-of-affairs judged to hold and (b) the subject 
of predication. “To the possibility of a true sentence belongs a priori the possibil-
ity of demonstration and this demands originarily giving intuition for the intended 
state-of-affairs and therefore also for the object-about-which, meaning the one to be 
determined.” (Hua XXXVI, p. 146) To be the subject or substrate of a possible true 
predication requires that this substrate exhibit the possibility of appearing directly or 
evidently—“in the flesh”, as Husserl is fond of saying—to whomever is performing 
the predication. Thus the subject of possible true predication is not just the inten-
tum of acts of logical synthesis, but also a possible intentum of acts of intuition, an 
object of evidence.

The possibility of presence or originary givenness is reserved for proper enti-
ties in Husserl’s eyes. As noted above, this includes perceivables like my table as 
well as so-called abstract objects like natural numbers or the Platonic bodies, but 
excludes impossibilia for example. The largest natural number cannot be originarily 
given. We can only intend it emptily, through a merely signifying act. Thus—sur-
prisingly—the logical notion of object-hood also seems to imply the existential one.

This relation between logical and existential object-hood implies obvious contra-
dictions. Presumably we can truthfully say of any non-existent topical theme that it 
does not exist, as long as it is self-identical. But then the non-existent is the subject 
of a true predication. Yet according to the implication between truth and existence, 
this implies its existence, contradicting its original determination as non-existent. 
This issue re-appears with the intentional notion of object-hood too, since the same 
non-existent topical theme is—qua being thematised—the intentum of an act: I can 
emptily intend impossibilia. Thus it would at least be true about an intended impos-
sibile that it is an intentum (and impossible of course). But if that were true about 
it, it would have to exist, due to the strong connection between truth and existence. 
So again, the relation between truth and existence seems to force us to accept the 
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existence of non-existent objects, even if we start from the intentional notion of 
object-hood which is in and of itself neutral in regard to existence.

One way out of this situation would be to conceptualise the relation between 
truth, evidence/intuition, and existence/being as pertaining only to states-of-affairs 
rather than to the substrate of predication or the intentum as well. Hence there could 
be evident truths about not-self-giveable objects (in any sense), for example that they 
cannot be intuited. What would be self-given would be the (existing) state-of-affairs, 
in this case the very fact that an object cannot be intuited (for whatever reason). In 
this case there could still be something that is a logical as well as an intentional 
object, but not an object in the existential sense, just like we stated in §2 in regard to 
the largest natural number: it is provably the case that the latter does not exist.

This contradicts some of Husserl’s statements regarding the connection between 
truth and evidence (including the one given above), but as we have seen, these can-
not stand. Either we drop the necessary possibility of intuiting the substrate of every 
true predication, as outlined above, or we drop the claim that some substrates can-
not be self-given for non-contingent reasons; after all, the claim that contradictory 
objects cannot be self-given has been doubted (cf. Priest 1997).

After having disentangled the relation between the logical and the existential 
notions somewhat, the relation between the intentional and the existential notions 
remains firmly tangled. For as we have noted above, Husserl is no Berkeleyian ide-
alist. However, while he countenances entities which exist, but are not intended, 
he also posits the essential necessity for any object to be—in some sense—able to 
appear or be constituted: “An object is well possible, without me or anyone else 
actually thinking about it […] But principally an object is unthinkable which lacks 
the ideal possibility of experience” (Hua XXXVI, p. 146; cf. Hua XXXV, p. 279). 
This includes real objects as much as ideal objects: “no object is thinkable as reality 
without real subjectivity which is able to realise this object in actual cognisance.” 
(Hua XXXV, p. 277) Being an object in the existential sense implies the (possi-
bly counterfactual) possibility of valid cognizance of the object by a subject (Hua 
XXXVI, p. 132). “A being which could not be intended […] is meaningless.” (Hua 
XXXIX, p. 726) “Absolute being of a nature, a being which would be substantial 
in the old sense is unthinkable.” (Hua XXXV, p. 279; cf. Hua XXXVI, p. 61) Any 
object, however formal or emptily it is thought of, is only thinkable as correlate of 
an intentional constitution inseparable from it (Hua XVII, p. 256).

This infamous notion of constitution has given rise to many misunderstandings, 
especially if combined with a biased reading of Husserl’s self-description as a tran-
scendental idealist. Such misunderstandings—which seem to result mostly from 
a lack of knowledge of the actual texts—present Husserl as an extreme subjectiv-
ist/solipsist on the far side of (bad readings of) Berkeley. Yet because “the consti-
tutive process must be understood as a process that permits that which is consti-
tuted to appear, unfold, manifest, and present itself as what it is” (Zahavi 2017, pp. 
114–115), constitution is not to be construed as construction or production and not 
all existence as dependent on current acts of consciousness.

Husserl’s transcendental idealism has accordingly no problem admitting the 
existence of objects independent of any current or actual experience; what mat-
ters is manifestability: “Objects have their manifest properties even when not being 
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experienced, and can also truthfully possess them before the emergence of con-
scious creatures and after their eventual extinction. They exist in public space and 
are intersubjectively accessible and are to that extent given as transcendent; but as 
essentially manifestable, they do not have a nature that transcends what can be given 
in experience.” (Zahavi 2017, pp. 113–114) In other words, there is no requirement 
of manifestation, only a requirement of manifestability. For Husserl, nothing ought 
to be considered an existing object which could never in any circumstance manifest 
itself for, or appear to, a subject. The somewhat tricky question of how “manifes-
tability” or “intendability” are to be defined and spelled out exactly, is outside the 
scope of this paper.

The way this appearing or manifesting occurs is irrelevant for the intentional 
object-hood of whatever appears. Something appearing in perception is as much an 
intentional object as something which appears in categorial intuition, imagination, 
or memory. This also covers the everyday usage of “object” as in “object of interest” 
or “object of study”. The very etymology of “object” suggests a correlation of object 
and subject: something is an object insofar as it is—in some way—towards or for a 
subject (Figal 2006, p. 126), which in turn is defined as whatever has or confronts 
objects. “Objects are constituted by subjects; their manifestation is always a mani-
festation for somebody.” (Zahavi 2017, p. 107) But the correlation goes both ways: 
“One can very well say: no object without subject as well as no subject without 
object.” (Hua XXXV, p. 277) Something is a subject only if it constitutes objects for 
Husserl. The core of the subject will form the topic of our last section.

To recapitulate: The different notions of object-hood are not only not co-exten-
sional, they form a layer in terms of genetic phenomenology: something (1) non-
identical is given in passive synthesis, a minimal form of intentionality (2); these 
hyletic data are then synthesised into numerical objects (3), substrates (4), which 
might then also appear as existing objects (5), given the right acts. After these vari-
ous acts of constitution have run their course, abstractions, reflections, and recon-
structions then lead to our comprehending groups of objects as well as non-intended, 
non-identical, or non-existing objects.

5  The Limits of Object‑hood

After having considered the extensions of and relations between the different 
object-concepts, the question remains whether there is—for Husserl—anything that 
is not an object at all in any sense, i.e. something outside the “layer of objectuali-
ties”. Prima facie this seems to require not much thought, since something that is 
not an object is at least something—and thus still an object in at least the formal 
sense. And for it to be truly determined as a non-object, it would have to be consti-
tuted as such, thus making it an object in the intentional sense as well as the logical 
one. Apparently there can be nothing in the scope of phenomenology that is not 
an object, simply because being-in-the-scope-of-phenomenology would make it a 
formal, an intentional and a logical object (of phenomenological theory). After all 
even the subject is an object, namely the object of phenomenological inquiry and 
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reflection (cf. Hua XXXIV, p. 309, Hua XXXVI, p. 70) or the object of empathy, 
concern, (self-)understanding etc.

Despite this, Husserl insists that the core of (transcendental) subjectivity is no 
object. Husserl has many names for what we have called “core”. He calls it “ur-
I” or “the absolute flow” (of time-consciousness) or simply “the absolute.” In the 
context of genetic phenomenology, and especially in the discussions of inner time-
consciousness, he names the level on which we encounter this absolute the “archai”, 
the “rhizomata pantôn”, the “ur-ground”, “ur-sphere” or “ur-level” (HuaMat VIII, p. 
4). In an especially poetic turn he even quotes Goethe’s Faust II and speaks of the 
“realm of the mothers” (cf. Arnold 2019). All these phrases however always refer 
to the unconditioned and unconstituted origin of time and consciousness itself. And 
this de-objectivation of the absolute is no mere whim. He stresses it in the context 
of the early Vorlesungen as well as the Bernau Manuscripts and then again in the 
C-Manuscripts, so we can plausibly claim that the non-objectifiability of the core 
of subjectivity was a concern of his throughout his writings. The absolute flow is 
“not an object” (Hua X, p. 112); the I “is not ʻbeingʼ, but the counterpart for all 
being, not an object, but primal subject [Urstand] for all objectuality. The I should 
not be named I, and not be named at all, because then it has become objectual. It is 
the nameless above everything graspable, not standing over all, not hovering, not 
being, but ʻfunctioningʼ” (Hua XXXIII, p. 277). The term “Urstand” plays on the 
literal meaning of “Gegenstand”, namely “standing-against”, which in turn was a 
translation of the latin “obiectum” as that which was “thrown against” the subject. 
“Urstand” in this sense is the ultimate subject against which all objects are thrown, 
against which all Gegenstände stand, so to speak. (“Urstand” is neither a reference 
to the theological notion of “Urstand” as the state before the fall nor to the linguis-
tically isolated “Urständ”, which appears in the phrase “fröhliche Urständ feiern” 
and means “resurrection”. Within philosophy the term was used by the mystic Jakob 
Böhme and Schelling in ways similar to Husserl’s.) Finally, the ur-I of the C-Man-
uscripts lies below or before all “ontification or objectification” (HuaMat VIII, p. 
198).

The question then is whether and how we can consistently and justifiably say any-
thing about the absolute: “But how can that become objectual which is not an object, 
how can become graspable what is atemporal, supertemporal and can still only be 
found as temporal in grasping it?” (Hua XXXIII, p. 278) As a non-object, “the liv-
ing source-point […] is essentially not directly perceivable.” (Hua XXXIII, p. 287) 
Here Husserl certainly sounds a lot like Schelling, who identifies the absolute with 
freedom, saying: “There is a contradiction inherent in the idea that freedom ought 
to be known. It is the absolute subject = Urstand; how could it become an object?” 
(Schelling, Erlanger Vorlesung, p. 29, quoted from Iber 1994, p. 240)

What exactly is Husserl talking about, in that case? And how can he support his 
claims according to the principle that all phenomenological assertions should rest on 
direct intuitions, since intuitions are at least intuitions of something? After all, every 
act of intuition ontifies, objectifies, temporalises its topical theme (cf. Derrida 2001, 
p. 205; Sakakibara 2010, pp. 255–256). In fact, any thematisation whatsoever (a) 
makes its theme into an object according to concepts (1)–(4), since a topic or theme 
is something identical, intended and predicated about; moreover, thematisation also 
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(b) rests on pre-givenness, which at least implies object-hood in the formal sense as 
the pre-given is something pre-given (1).

The same holds for reflection as a specific kind of thematisation, including phe-
nomenological reflection. Reflecting means “directing-myself toward something 
which is already there for me, already conscious and simply not thematically expe-
rienced, not attended to.” (Hua XV, pp. 492–493) “What this ascending reflection 
finds, is always already there for the I.” (Hua XXXIV, p. 209) “A non-reflexive 
environment is necessary.” (Hua XXXIII, p. 282) In this sense, phenomenological 
inquiry can be described by the Platonic concept of “anamnesis”, “recollection” 
(Arnold 2017, §20), in that it explores what is already there, it explicates what is 
implicit. But what is implicit is at least something. Phenomenology is thus not crea-
tive in the sense that it creates its objects; rather, it intuits—and then describes—
something which is already there. Although the sphere of transcendental subjec-
tivity and its eidetic structures does not exist like mundane objects exist, they are 
not made, but thematised, intuited, described and explicated by phenomenology. In 
this, phenomenology is supposedly no different from any other thematising activ-
ity: “every topic/theme presupposes a pre-thematic, an inauthentically thematic uni-
verse” (Hua XXXIV, p. 53; cf. Zahavi 2010, p. 326).

So if Husserl denies object-hood of the absolute tout court, he seems to generate 
the immediate contradiction of making the absolute into a substrate of predication 
again in the course of this very denial, as well as excluding it from being any kind of 
object of phenomenological inquiry.

Note that the problem here is not just the so-called “paradox of subjectivity” in 
disguise. This paradox revolves around the incompatibility of two descriptions of 
the subject, namely as subject for the world and object in the world (cf. Carr 1999, 
p. 135). But in our case the distinction between empirical and transcendental per-
spectives is not relevant, because Husserl is not simply claiming that transcendental 
subjectivity is not an empirical object (a really existing object in our sense). That 
would not be a problem from a transcendental point of view, but a tautology. Hus-
serl’s claim appears to be more extreme, as he claims that the absolute is not an 
object, without further qualifications and in the strongest terms, even negating being 
in any sense of the absolute. To avoid confusion, we shall call this the “paradox of 
the absolute”.

Husserl’s concept of the absolute is a thorny issue, and it might well be the case 
that Husserl has no consistent theory of it. If we are not willing to accept this rather 
uncharitable solution to the paradox of the absolute, we have at least two options, for 
if the claim “the absolute is not an object” generates a contradiction, we can either 
look at the subject or the predicate to avoid such an outcome. So we can either (a) 
take his more henological (to borrow a term from the Platonic tradition) descriptions 
with a pinch of salt and thus weaken the predicate towards something like “the abso-
lute is not an object in every sense” or (b) take his descriptions seriously, but have 
them be about our limits of thematisation rather than about a paradoxical something 
which at the same time is said not to be something at all and thus end up with some-
thing like “the concept ‘object’ does not encompass a totality”.
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These two options are not mutually exclusive, I think, and are open to addi-
tional considerations concerning the living present and the issue of temporalisation/
phenomenalisation.

According to (a) we simply have to be careful not to substantialise the core of 
subjectivity: the subject is not an existing thing like a table or the number 2. It is 
not an object in an overly robust or materialist sense, it is not a thing. On this read-
ing, Husserl warns us against reifying subjectivity. Additionally we are not usually 
acquainted with the absolute (= ourselves  as transcendental subjects) in an objec-
tifying manner, i.e. we are usually not present to ourselves as a topical theme or 
something we actively constitute in logical acts, but pre-reflexively; so mostly, the 
absolute would not be an object but in the formal sense.

In phenomenological theorising the absolute would then certainly become an 
object in all but the existential sense, because even theories about pre-reflexive con-
sciousness have this very pre-reflexive consciousness of ourselves (and everything 
involved) as topical theme—and a topical theme is an object in the formal, logical, 
and intentional senses. And since the ego functions as the identical pole for all acts, 
it must also be—in some sense—identical, even though not in the same sense as all 
other numerical objects. After all, it precedes and enables all acts of identification. 
And this very precedence can be reconstructed successfully. It is also the condition 
for it to be available to phenomenological reflection. The absolute would then be 
at least an object in the formal sense, available to thematisation and thus further 
objectification.

This solution would negate Husserl’s own insistence on the profound problems 
generated by reflections on the absolute, but it would give us a consistent theory 
about the absolute, which we can now objectify to our hearts desire, but should 
never reify—in our terminology: which we can objectify according to notions 
(1)–(4) but not (5): transcendental subjectivity is an object qua topic, but neither 
real like spatio-temporal things nor ideal like mathematical entities. This would also 
be in tune with Husserl’s anti-naturalism, according to which pure subjectivity can-
not be consistently described in natural categories. This (deflationary) treatment of 
the paradox of the absolute then leads back to the more familiar issues surrounding 
the above-mentioned paradox of subjectivity and the duality of transcendental and 
empirical subjectivity or rather transcendental and empirical perspectives on sub-
jectivity. This way of dealing with the paradox of the absolute would not solve, but 
dissolve it: there is no paradox, there are  just hyperbolic (but otherwise plausible) 
warnings against reification.

According to (b) we take Husserl as describing something like the necessary 
incompleteness of reflection. This interpretation would place Husserl firmly within 
a deep tradition of metaphysical thought which begins with Plato and leads up to 
Levinas and Derrida (cf. Arnold 2017, section F; Arnold 2019). On such a read-
ing Husserl ought to be counted among the many thinkers who have discovered an 
aspect of the complex relation between objectifying reflexivity and postponement or 
displacement (cf. Schällibaum 2001): “absolute reflexive insight” (Hua III, p. 151) 
in the sense of bringing everything all at once into view turns out to be impossible 
because we cannot bring the view itself into view; reflecting on the act and struc-
ture of reflecting itself necessarily leads to a shift or withdrawal which precludes the 
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completion of the reflection. This shift is part of what Fink called “operative adum-
bration” (Fink 1957; cf. Zorn 2016, chap. 2.1), i.e. the occlusion of some of the 
conditions of possibility of philosophical thought for philosophical reflection. Even 
using a concept like “something” we cannot encompass everything in reflection, but 
without being able to directly say what is not objectified. The mere “functioning” 
Husserl speaks of, the “not being,” does not indicate properties of something but 
refers to the fact that objectification can never be completed.

We can however in some sense reconstruct this a-totality or incompleteness of 
objectifying reflection within reflection itself (as we are doing right now) by reflect-
ing on our experiences and acts which “indicate” or “refer back” (Hua XXXIII, p. 
278) to what Husserl calls “the absolute”, which we now understand not as a quasi-
object but the lack of object-hood. This reflexive reconstruction would necessarily 
fail to contain the absolute (because there is no object to contain), but it would suc-
cessfully present the phenomenon of a-totality, incompleteness, absolute withdrawal 
or “anonymity”, as Husserl puts it (cf. Held 1966, pp. 118–122). Terms like “the 
absolute” would then only refer to a virtual object, a placeholder, a fiction; we would 
have to read them as metaphors, referring to either a process of withdrawal without 
object (from a perspective of genetic phenomenology) or the fact that “object” (in 
any sense) does not encompass everything (from a static perspective).1

This insight constitutes the first meta-phenomenological lesson we learn from our 
considerations of (the limits of) object-hood. The paradox of the absolute is only 
generated by our attempts to grasp something as not-something or not-something as 
something; it rests on a (reflexive) misunderstanding.2 Similar to the first interpreta-
tion, this approach to the paradox of the absolute would not solve but dissolve it: 
there is no absolute, just the necessary incompleteness of philosophical reflection—
“withdrawal” as we have called it.

“Alas—withdrawal is not nothing,” as Heidegger notes (1976, p. 134), but some-
thing we can in fact find in reflection. Withdrawal as we have described it is itself 
an object according to our notions (1)–(4). Qua philosophical topic it is something 
(1) intended (2), even something identical (3), repeatedly (and accurately) described 
in various phenomenological ventures by different authors (4).3 This objectifica-
tion is no accident. For while the concept “object” does not encompass everything, 
wherever we direct our inquiring gaze, we necessarily objectify and thus deal with 
objects. Not everything is an object, but anything we thematise is. Husserl himself 

1 Herein I see a congruence with Markus Gabriel’s ontology, according to which objects exists by 
appearing in a field of sense, which implies that “it is impossible that everything is determinately an 
object or a fact at any given time” (Gabriel 2015, p. 253). Employing a term by DeLanda, Gabriel calls 
any ontology (or metaphysics) “flat” in which there are just co-existing objects. His own new realism is 
therefore non-flat. My rereading of Husserl’s theory of the absolute leads to a non-flat phenomenology in 
parallel to Gabriel’s non-flat ontology; indeed what Husserl calls “the absolute” is simply the name for 
the fact that phenomenology is not flat in this sense.
2 A thorough discussion of the structural features of such problems can be found in Zorn (2016, esp. pp. 
283–296).
3 One might for example add Derrida’s differance to the terms we have used to denote what we have 
called “withdrawal”. The transcendence of the other in Levinas also seems to present an example of the 
limits of object-hood.
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tentatively asks whether his “reflexive inquiry” (Rückfrage) does not necessarily 
lead to an “apperceptive unity” (HuaMat VIII, p. 118), i.e. a constituted, identical 
object, which implies that the very effort of reflecting on the absolute, conceptual-
ised as something which is at the same time supposed to be no object, precludes its 
success.

This results in the second meta-phenomenological lesson we can learn from 
reflecting on the limits of object-hood: we cannot escape objectification once 
engaged in a thematising activity like phenomenological reflection. As it turns out, 
this holds even for the examination of the very limit of object-hood itself, the so-
called absolute.
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